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CUTE Wire Free
Camera

1 Appearance and Connection

2 Packing List
No.

Name

1

Standby Key

2

Number Key

3

*Key

4

Preset Key

5

HOME Key

6

Return Key

7

3 Remote Control:

Zoom Button

Function Description
Enter into standby mode by pressed it
Preset setting or transfer preset
Equipped with other keys for using
Preset: Setting Preset + Number key (0-9)
Confirm menu or the PTZ will back to the
middle position after pressed it
Return back the last level menu
Making the lens wide angle/narrow angle
slowly or quickly
⚫ Standard: Simultaneously press

Menu Settings on next page
8

Left/Right

Left/Right setting key + 1 (horizontal)

Setting Key

⚫ Reverse: Simultaneously press

9

Focus Key

auto/manual/far-end/near-end focus

10

Selection Key

11

#Key

Left/Right setting key + 2 (horizontal)

12

1

IR Remote
Control Key

13

Reset Key

14

PTZ Control key

15

Menu Key

16

Backlight Key

17

PTZ Reset Key

Select the camera need to control
Need to equipped with other key
[*+＃+F1/F2/F3/F4]: NO.1/2/3/4 address
Delete preset (reset key + corresponding
preset number key)
PTZ moved according to the arrow indicates
Enter or exit OSD Menu after pressed it
Turn on/off backlight consumption (loop)
PTZ starts to self-test after pressed it

4 Product Features

⚫ Sometimes without the image
Check the cable of video platform and TV whether correct connection.
⚫ Image have jitter when the camera lens at max multiple.

Full Featured USB Interface

1) Check whether the camera installed position be stabled.

USB 2.0 interface, support encoding output, and support UVC 1.0 protocol.

2) Check whether have vibrating machinery or object near the camera.

1080P Full HD
High-quality HD CMOS sensor with 2.07 million effective pixels for high-quality
images up to 1920x1080.

Control
⚫ Remote control can not control
1) Check and replace the new battery for the remote controller.
2) Check whether the camera working mode is correct.

Low Light
The application of 2D and 3D noise reduction algorithm greatly reduces the
image noise. Even under the condition of ultra-low illumination, it still keeps the
picture clean and clear, and the SNR of image is as high as 55dB.

3) Check whether the address of remote control can match the camera.
⚫ Series port can not control
1) Check whether the camera protocol, address such is the same.
2) Check whether the control line is connected well.

H.264 Slice/SVC Encoding
Output H.264 code stream, and support Slice and SVC encoding mode, can
adapt to high-end USB video conferencing applications.

8 Toxic and harmful substances

Double Stream
Support two code streams simultaneous output (YUY2, MJPEG, H.264 any

Part Name

Toxic or harmful substances or elements
(Pb)

(Hg)

(Cd)

(CrVI)

(PBB)

(PBDE)

Metal

x

Ο

Ο

Ο

Ο

Ο

Remote Control

Plastic

Ο

Ο

Ο

Ο

Ο

Ο

The camera can be remotely controlled via an RS232 cable.

Glass

x

Ο

Ο

Ο

Ο

Ο

Circuit board

x

Ο

Ο

Ο

Ο

Ο

Power

x

Ο

Ο

Ο

Ο

Ο

Attached

x

Ο

Ο

Ο

Ο

Ο

two), can reduce the host codec pressure.

5 RS232 Interface
Interface diagram

This form is compiled in accordance with SJ/T 11364.

No.

Function

No.

Function

1

DTR

5

RXD

homogenized materials of the component is subject to the limit specified in

2

DSR

6

GND

GB/T 26572.

3

TXD

7

IR OUT

4

GND

8

NC

Ο: Indicates that the content of the hazardous substance in all

x: Said the hazardous substance in at least one of the components
homogenized material content in excess of the GB/T 26572 limit
requirements, and there are no mature alternatives.

6 Safety precautions
Electrical safety
The installation and use of this product must strictly comply with local electrical

9 Laia Cam Control
Download the Laia Cam Control app and add to your Laia B&H PC Pro features
such as ePTZ, presets, various image settings... Extra features for your
personal camera!

safety standards.
Power polarity
This product uses DC +12V power supply, the maximum current 2A,
please pay attention to the polarity of power supply.
Careful installation
Do not grab the camera head to move the camera.
Do not rotate head of camera by hand, it may cause mechanical problems.
Do not unauthorized disassemble
This product has no parts which can be repaired by the user. The damage
caused by the user's own disassembly is not covered by warranty.

⚫ Electromagnetic fields at specific frequencies may affect the image of the
machine.
⚫ Do not hot-plug the power supply during the use of the IP Camera.

7 Troubleshooting
Image
⚫ The monitor shows no image
1) Check that the camera power supply is connected, the voltage is
normal,and the power indicator light is always on.
2) Turn off the power switch to check whether the camera is self-testing.
3) Check the cable of video platform and TV whether correct connection.
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⚫ https://laiatech.com/control-app
⚫ You can also scan this QR to get the Laia Cam Control
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COLOR

Remote Control: Menu Settings
1. MENU

Press [MENU] button to display the main
menu on the normal screen, using arrow button to
move the cursor to the item to be set. Press the
[HOME] button to enter the corresponding submenu.

Mode: Exposure mode. Optional items: Auto,

ExpCompMode:

Exposure

+6

BG Tuning

+2

Saturation

110%

Hue

7

AWB sens

Low

compensation
Select Item

Auto mode)

Change Value

ExpCompMode item to On)

[Menu] Back
WB-Mode: White balance mode. Optional items: Auto,
Indoor, Outdoor, Onepush, Manual

Gain Limit: Maximum gain limit. Optional

Color

items: 0 ~ 15 (Effective only in Auto, AAE ,Bright

Image

mode)

P/T/Z

Backlight: Set the backlight compensation,

Noise Reduction

Optional items: On, Off (Effective only in Auto

Setup

mode)

Communication Setup
Bright: Intensity control, Optional items:
[Home] Enter
00~17. (Effective only in Bright mode)

[Menu] Exit

Anti-Flicker Flicker: Anti-flicker. Optional
items: Off, 50Hz, 60Hz (Effective only in Auto,

2. EXPOSURE

Move the cursor to the Exposure item in the
main menu and press [home] button, EXPOSURE
menu appears, as shown in the following figure.

Bright mode)
Meter: Optional items: Average, Center,
Bottom, Top
Iris: Aperture value. Optional items: F1.8,
F2.0,F2.4,F2.8,F3.4,F4.0,F4.8,F5.6,F6.8,F8.0,F9.6

EXPOSURE
Auto

ExpCompMode

RG: Red gain. Optional items: 0~255
（Effective only in Manual mode）
BG: Blue gain. Optional items: 0~255
（Effective only in Manual mode）
RG

Tuning:

Red

gain

fine-tuning, Optional

items: -10 ~ +10（Effective only in AWBsens is
DRC: DRC strength, Optional items: 0 ~ 8.

Restore Default

Mode

RG Tuning

mode, Optional items: On, Off (Effective only in

Optional items:-7 ~ 7(Effective only in

Exposure

Auto

Manual, SAE, AAE, Bright

ExpComp: Exposure compensation value,
MENU

WB Mode

,F11.0,Close（ Effective only in Manual, AAE
mode）
Shutt: Shutter value. Optional items: 1/30,

Low）
BG Tuning: Blue gain fine-tuning, Optional
items: -10 ~ +10（Effective only in AWBsens is
Low）
Sat.: Saturation. Optional items: 60% ~ 200%. Hue:
Chroma adjustment, Optional items:0 ~

AWBsens: The white balance sensitivity, Optional
items: Normal, High, Low.
4. IMAGE

Move the cursor to the Image item in the main menu
and press [home] button, IMAGE menu appears, as
shown in the following figure.

ExpComp

+6

Backlight

Off

725,1/1000,1/1500,1/2000,1/3000,1/4000,1/6000,

Luminance

6

Gain Limit

3

1/10000 (Effective only in Manual, SAE mode)

Contrast

8

Sharpness

4

Flip-H

Off

Flip-V

Off

B&W-Mode

Off

Gamma

Default

Style

Q Style

Anti-Flicker
Meter

Average

DRC

1

3. COLOR

Move the cursor to the Color item in the main
menu and press [home] button, COLOR menu

Select Item
Change Value
[Menu] Back

IMAGE

1/60,1/90,1/100,1/125,1/180,1/250,1/350,1/500,1/

appears, as shown in the following figure.

Select Item
Change Value

3

[Menu] Back

COMMUNICATION SETUP
NOISE REDUCTION

Luminance: Brightness adjustment. Optional
items: 0 ~ 14
Contrast: Contrast adjustment. Optional items: 0
~ 14
Sharpness: Sharpness adjustment. Optional items:

Protocol

VISCA

NR2D-Level

3

V_Address

1

NR3D-Level

3

V_AddrFix

Off

D-HotPixel

Off

Net Mode

Serial

Baudrate

9600

Auto, 0 ~ 15

Select Item

Flip-H: Image flipped horizontally. Optional

Select Item

items: On, Off.

Change Value

Flip-V: Image Flip Vertical. Optional items: On,

[Menu] Back
Change Value

Off

Protocol: Control protocol type. Optional

[Menu] Back

B&W-Mode: Image color. Optional items: On, Off

NR2D-Level: 2D noise reduction. Optional

Gamma: Optional items: Default, 0.45, 0.5, 0.56,

items: Off, Auto, 1 ~ 5

0.63

NR3D-Level: 3D noise reduction. Optional

Style: Optional items: Norm, Clarity, Bright,

items: Off, 1 ~ 8

Soft, 5Q, Q Style.

D-HotPixel: Dynamic bad points, Optional
items: Off, 1 ~ 5

P/T/Z

V_Address: Protocol address, To be decided
according

to

the

agreement,

AUTO,

VISCA

protocol Optional items: 1 ~ 7
P_D_Address: PELCO-D protocol Optional
items: 0 ~ 254
P_P_Address: PELCO-P protocol Optional items:

7. SETUP

5. TZ

items: AUTO, VISCA, PELCO-D, PELCO-P

Move the cursor to the Setup item in the main
menu and press [home] button, SETUP menu

SpeedByZoom

On

AF-Zone

Center

AF-Sense

High

L/R Set

STD

Language

EN

Display Info

On

DVIMode

DVI

Image Freeze

Off

Video Format

1080P60

appears, as shown in the following figure.

0 ~ 31
V_AddrFix: If I can change through the serial port
of infrared switch, Optional items: On, Off （When set
to On, useless in 88 30 01 FF Command）
Net Mode: Set the serial port control networking,

SETUP

Optional items: Serial, Paral
Baudrate: Serial port baud rate. Optional items:
2400, 4800, 9600
9. RESTORE DEFAULT

Move the cursor to the Restore Default item in the
main menu and press [home] button, RESTORE
Select Item

DEFAULT

menu

appears,

as

shown

in

the

following figure.

Change Value

RESTORE DEFAULT

[Menu] Back
Select Item

SpeedByZoom: The depth of field scale

Restore?

No

Change Value

switch, Optional items: On, Off

[Menu] Back

AF-Zone: Interested in focusing area,
Optional items: Top, Center, Bottom

Language: menu language, Optional items:

AF-Sense: Automatic focusing sensitivity
options, Optional items: Low, Normal, High

EN, Chinese, Russian
DVI Mode, Optional items: DVI, HDMI

L/R Set: Optional items: STD, REV Display
Info Optional items: On, Off Image Freeze:
Optional items: On, Off
6. NOISE REDUCTION

Move the cursor to the Noise Reduction item
in the main menu and press [home] button, NOISE

Video

Format:

1080P50,

Optional

720P60,

items:

1080P60,

720P50,1080P30,1080P25,

720P30,720P25

[Menu] Back

Optional items: Yes, No

Move the cursor to the Setup item in the main

REDUCTION menu appears, as shown in the

menu

following figure.

COMMUNICATION SETUP menu appears, as

4

[Home] OK

Restore: Confirm restore factory settings.

8. COMMUNICATION SETUP

and

Change Value

press

shown in the following figure.

[home]

button,

Note: Press [HOME] button to confirm, All
parameter restore default, Include IR Remote address
and VISICA Address
Save: Save Options. Optional items: Yes, No
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Product Overview
Thank you for your purchase of the T-POD WIFI. This 2.4GHz wireless digital conference
phone is ideal for high-end audio/video conferencing. It is perfect for any software based
conferencing systems. This palm-sized, portable device features plug-and-play functionality
without the need for custom driver installation. The audio output port enables the use of
external speakers, amplifiers and/or headphones. USB and 3.5mm audio ports are provided.

Major Functions

1. Uses digital wireless technology and strong anti-interference technology.
Supports intelligent frequency hopping at multiple frequency bands.
2. Employs digital microphones, broadband speaker output and speech
enhancement.
3. Requires no custom driver for USB mode, supporting operating systems like
Windows, Mac and Android.
4. USB and 3.5mm audio ports are provided.
5. Built-in battery with intelligent power saving function. Charging is achieved via
USB port.
6. Supports audio output - headphones or active speaker can be connected.
7. Uses second-generation intelligent echo cancellation technology.
8. Algorithms for echo cancellation, noise cancellation, automatic gain control, etc.
are built in.
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In the Box
Supplied Equipment

6

•

T-POD WIFI Speakerphone

•

Wireless Receiver

•

Neoprene Travel Case

•

User Manual

•

USB Charger

•

USB 2.0 Cable (for charging only)

Laia Wire-Free Kit
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Description of Device and its functions

1. Loudspeaker:
Reproduces audio from the connected PC.
2. Loudspeaker Mute button:
Press this button to turn off the sound output of the loudspeaker. Press the button
again to turn on the sound output of the loudspeaker. This does not control the audio
output jack.
3. VOL – Button:
Press this button to gradually turn down the sound of the loudspeaker.
4. Power Button:
Press and hold this button to make the device enter standby mode (the bottom right
blue light will blink) to wait for connection of the wireless adapter. When adapter is
connected, press and hold this button to power off the device. When power is
supplied via USB.
5. VOL + Button:
Press this button to gradually turn up the sound of the loudspeaker.
6. Microphone Mute Button:
Press this button to mute the microphone. To cancel the mute function, press button
again.
7. Microphone:
Picks up sound in all directions around the device (omnidirectional).
8. AUDIO output:
For audio output to a powered speaker or a 3.5mm headphone.
9. USB power port:
For connecting USB power supply - only for charging of battery or powered
operation.

7
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Description of Indicator

Status
1. Bottom left indicator:
When the loudspeaker is set within its normal operating parameters, this light is off.
When the loudspeaker is muted, this light is on. When the loudspeaker is set to the
maximum or minimum volume, this light will blink.
2. Bottom right indicator:
The blue light will turn on when the microphone is muted. When the wireless
adapter is not connected, the blue light will blink (indicating standby mode). When
the built-in battery level is low, the orange light will blink. When fully charged, the
orange light stays on when in standby mode.
3. Triangular indicators:
When the device is powered on, the blue lights will blink once with a bright light and
then turn off. When in standby mode and with a wireless connection, the blue lights
will stay on with a dim light.

USB Power Supply and Charging
1. This device is provided with a built-in rechargeable lithium ion battery. Before use
of the device for the first time, charge the battery fully.
2. When one end of the USB cable is inserted into the USB port on the device and the
other end to the USB port on the computer or to a USB power supply, power will be
supplied to the device and the built-in battery will be charged. At the same time,
the device will be powered on automatically.
3. Upon full charging, the bottom right indicator will turn orange and stay on when in
Copyright © 2021 Laia · www.laiatech.com
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standby mode.
4. When charging is finished, you can disconnect the USB cable from the device for
portability. Turn off device before storing or travel.
5. In case of low battery during use, the bottom right indicator will turn orange and
blink. In this case, use the USB cable to charge the built-in battery as soon as
possible. .

6. Lithium ion batteries should not be left to sit in a fully discharged state for any
significant period of time or voltage can drop below the battery protection circuit
shutoff point, rendering the battery un-chargeable. Whenever the T-Pod Wifi
shuts down due to battery discharge, please recharge as soon as possible.
Note: A full recharge is not required to maintain battery life, however.
While Lithium ion batteries provide the longest run time from a full charge, they will
provide more charge-discharge cycles with shallower cycles (do not fully charge, do
not fully discharge). Decisions regarding how to maintain your T-Pod Wifi battery
will depend upon your intended session length. If meetings only last 1-3 hours per
day, you can probably charge the T-Pod Wifi for 1-3 hours each day and extend
battery life. If you need the T-Pod Wifi for 4-6 hours each day*, you are better off
charging the T-Pod Wifi to full capacity each day.
Notes:
1. Any USB charger without a Safety Certificate or not intended for Lithium ion
batteries, may cause explosion or damage to this speaker phone.
2. *As a consumable, the built-in battery will gradually lose its total capacity (run
time) between charges - after repeated charge-discharge cycles. Full
Charge/Discharge cycle rating is 300-500 cycles to 80% of original capacity
depending upon environmental factors, such as ambient temperature.

Conference Function (Video or Voice only)
A. Computer Conferencing Function
Connected via the USB wireless adapter, this device can be used as an external
microphone and speaker for a computer, enabling software based teleconferencing.
1. Preparation for use
This device is compatible with computers running operating systems including
Microsoft Windows 7/8/10, Android (Version 4.4 or lower) and Apple OSX. A USB
1.1 or higher (USB 2.0 recommended) port and network connection are required;
an IM application or VoIP package (e.g. WebEx, GoFacing, Skype, GotoMeeting,
Zoom) with network conferencing function should be installed. The USB wireless
adapter supplied with the device is plug-and-play without the need of custom
driver installation.
2. Power-on and Wireless Connection
Press and hold the power button until the device is turned on and enters standby
mode. In this state, the bottom right blue light blinks continuously, waiting for

9
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receiver to be connected. When the USB wireless adapter is connected to the USB
port on the computer, the USB driver will be automatically recognized on the
computer. The triangular blue light will now stop blinking and stay on, suggesting a
successful wireless connection between the device and the computer.

Notes:
1. Connect one speaker device to the PC at a time.
2. Connect the USB wireless adapter directly to the PC rather than through a
USB hub, or some operational problems can arise.
3. After successful connection, set the T-Pod Wifi as the default device in the
PC’s Control Panel - Sounds and Audio Devices - Play (output) and Record
(input). Otherwise, you can select the T-Pod Wifi manually in the various
software that uses the mic and speaker.
4. Adjusting the sound volume of the loudspeaker
During a conference call, if the sound volume of the loudspeaker is too low or too
high, you can press the
buttons on the device repeatedly to adjust
volume to a suitable level. If the sound volume is still not appropriate, you can
adjust the sound volume of the loudspeaker further via the PC’s audio settings.
5. Adjusting the sound volume of the microphone
During a conference call, if the sound heard by the far end is too low or too high,
you can ask the far end to adjust the sound volume on their end. If it’s still not
adequate, you can adjust the sound volume of the microphone in the PC’s audio
settings.
6. Mute the microphone
During a conference call, to mute your mic, press
button on the device. The
mute indicator light will be on. You can still hear the sound of the far end, but the
far end can’t hear your mic. To cancel mic mute, press
button on the device
again. The mute indicator light will be off and the indicator triangular lights of the
microphone will be on.
7. Mute the loudspeaker
During a conference call, press
button to turn off the sound of the built-in
b
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speaker and the mute indicator of loudspeaker will turn on. To turn the sound of the
loudspeaker back on, press
button and the mute indicator light of the
loudspeaker will turn off.
8. End the conference call
Use the call control features in your conferencing software to end the call
B. Music Playback and audio output port
This device can be used as an external speaker for computer equipment. Using music
player software on the computer, you can hear music playback through the speaker
on the device. Also, a headphone can be connected to the 3.5mm audio output port
on the device, or an active speaker can be connected to realize high-quality
amplification and wider-range speech broadcasting and music playback. In this
application, you can press to mute the speaker on the device (the bottom left
indicator will turn blue). The external speaker or headphones will still play.
[Device only supplies left/mono channel audio]
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To Obtain the Best Performance
1. Install the product in a dry place with good ventilation, avoiding direct
sunlight, vibration, moisture and cold. Keep away from heat sources and dust.
2. Keep the product far from motors, transformers and other electronic
equipment to avoid electrical or magnetic interference.
3. Never install the product near electrical appliances such as induction cookers
or microwave ovens to prevent operation failure caused by electromagnetic
waves or magnetic fields.
4. Keep hands dry when connecting or disconnecting any cables to prevent
electric shock.
5. Never use brute force when connecting cables, which may cause a fire,
electric shock, product damage, a short or an open circuit.
6. Unplug all cables before cleaning the product.
7. Never use any chemical solvent to clean the product.
8. Unplug all cables if you do not intend for long-term use of this product.
9. Never loosen the screws on the product, which may cause poor sealing,
reduce the functional qualities and violate the warranty.
10. Please do not put device into a fire, which may cause an explosion.
11. If there is any leakage from the unit, please do not touch the battery or
the leaking substance, as the battery may be damaged.
12. Never try to repair the product by yourself. If you find any problems,
please contact your dealer.

Troubleshooting
•

•
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Audio is not coming out of T-Pod Wifi Speaker
o Is the T-Pod Wifi Turned On? If there are no LEDs lit on the Pod, press and
hold the Power button for 3 seconds. If no LEDs light, the battery is
discharged. Charge the battery or use the Pod with AC power adapter
connected.
o Is the T-Pod Wifi Connected to the PC? Does the lower left LED (above the
speaker mute button) blink? If so, the wireless adpater is not connected to
the PC. This LED will stop blinking once the adapter is successfully
connected. Make sure that the PC with adapter is within the wireless signal
range of the Pod.
o Check the audio parameters in the (wirelessly connected) PC’s operating
system. For example, in Windows, check the “Sound” Control Panel and
make sure that the T-Pod Wifi is selected as the active “playback” device.
Microphone is not working on the T-Pod Wifi
o (See power and connectivity checks above).
o Check the audio parameters in the (wirelessly connected) PC’s operating

Laia Wire-Free Kit
Micro - Speaker

system. For example, in Windows, check the “Sound” Control Panel and
make sure that the T-Pod Wifi is selected as the active “Recording” device.

Specs
Microphone Features
•
•
•
•
•
•

Echo Cancellation
Audio Output
Noise Cancellation
Digital EQ
Battery Life
Interface

256 channel echo cancellation
Max 18dB w/ auto level control
Intelligent NC up to 16dB
Built-in Digital EQ for stable audio
6 Hours
USB 2.0 & 3.5mm Audio Out

Wireless Speakerphone Specifications
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Weight:
Dimensions:
Operating Temperature:
Compatibility:
USB Cable:
RF frequency range:
Certifications:

0.8 lbs (0.4kg)
7” Diameter x 1.5” Height (178mmD x 38.1mmH)
Temp 32 - 104°F (0~40°C), Humidity 20%~85%
MS WIN7/8, Mac 10.5+, Android 4.4+
Supplied for power + charging only
2.400 GHz - 2.4835 GHz
CE Mark (R & TTE Directive), FCC

